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i started at the base i started starting at the base 
i had to build the base to start at 
 

●  
 
primary is practical; shelter, food, the ability to find, use - freedom to use without fear of scarcity  
or fear blocking your throat or ability to move 
 
secondary is abstract, an appeal ; more, for later, or beyond satiation -  
they are a feeling being fixed,  
or situated, solved.  
 
 
tertiary are those which you are not presently equipped to tackle, or  
(because those perimeters could apply to everything)  
that which can only happen once firsts, at least, are reorganized into a workable place.  
 

 
 
i can not see the distance that they are situated at  as of this time 
but i know them by their gravitational pull 
 
building up 
 

 
 

● i am walking around in a swamp with a list of things to do 
● i am at the edge of a dock while i watch the part that connects me to shore being 

violently washed away 
 

 
 
QUESTION, PLEASE 
 
how fast do you stir in the second ingredient 
an event changing the chemical composition 
 



then 
you must recognize the second state 
as 
essentially separate 
 
are there ramps that can ease in + out 
or is it a cliff? 
 

 
 
is an absence absess abcess abscess 
pencil and watercolor are fragile 
a sketchbook is meant to be just that 
frustration frustration borne of trying 
a trying time; a time when trying didn’t work, or, doesn’t.  
am i wrong in my complaints 
they are basic- or, i feel they are.  
simple. 
poor. (devoid of, or in) 
needn’t write lists- the subjects, objects, objections stack themselves 
a little better, a little worse 
middle woman 
 
 
 
 
it was lights shutting down on the floor of an office building at the end of a day 
 i had been going dark in stages 
and coming back slow 
 
my internal monologue coming back was a step forward 
that i hadn’t realized was one i had taken backwards 
 
 
 

● and yes, concentrated alone time is like rapid-fire erosion →  
 
 
editing for past tense means it’s not happening anymore, remember that 
 

 
 
some things i want i don’t feel the need to seek;  



half: i wait, they will come in time, as is ready.  
half: i have thought of them, they are already there. background processing. 
some i would rather experience in dreams than anywhere else.  
when you get too deep in the cave you don’t have to find your way out  
you can just wake up. 
at the mouth again. 
 
the most dangerous people to my life can see me again in my dreams. i can touch them.  
we talk. we make amends, or, conciliatory arrangements 
 
in the cave: 

- you don’t have to retrace your steps back in order to re go towards reality: it is to wind 
down at the end of therapy, the last 15 minutes, the off-ramp 

 
boundaries are important to know when fucking with yourself deeply. outside physical emotional 
mental safety is important to be able to come up gasping for air.  
and you can gasp for air because there is air there - 
looking through your social profiles to remember that it’s 2016 and you are here now it is not 
2012 or 2009 or 2002 or even 1995  
 

 
 
particles of fog follow your arms 
like waves being made in the air 
another day it would help to talk about it 
 
 

 
 
 
it’s a sleeper hit 
an underground eclipse 
 
and 
 
are there more important things to do?  
 
no, i mean it. i want to know. 

 


